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civilian court for assault and battery and subject to confinement in the hands of civil authorities.  
Your command determined your period of absence during confinement to be unexcused, and you 
received a fifth NJP on 5 December 1984 for unauthorized absence.  You then received a sixth 
NJP on 29 January 1985 for a third assault, and subsequently a seventh NJP for a fourth assault 
on 2 April 1985, at which point your command notified you of administrative separation for 
pattern of misconduct based on frequent involvement of a discreditable nature with military and 
civilian authorities and commission of a serious offense.  You signed this notification and 
acknowledgment of your rights, waiving your right to counsel and your right to an administrative 
separation board.  You submitted a statement on your own behalf requesting expedited processing 
for separation and stated that your current situation indicated you were unfit to continue serving 
in the Navy.  Your separation was approved, and you were discharged on 18 April 1985 with an 
other than honorable characterization of service. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warranted relief in your case in accordance with the Wilkie Memo.  These 
included, but were not limited to, your desire to upgrade your discharge and your contention that 
you suffered PTSD while serving in the Navy which worsened during your period of service, 
causing you to suffer flashbacks and racing thoughts, which has since resulted in a diagnosis of 
service-connected PTSD with a rating of 100% disability by the Department of Veteran’s 
Administration (VA).  You further contend that you never received treatment or support, and that 
your condition was not taken into account during disciplinary proceedings.  In reviewing your 
contention of suffering PTSD, and in the absence of a diagnosis rendered by a licensed 
psychiatrist or psychologist, the Board applied liberal consideration to evidence which might 
support the existence of that diagnosis and of those conditions occurring in-service and also 
considered the AO in making its determination.  The AO noted that you did not describe any 
traumatic events, symptoms, or behavioral changes that would support a diagnosis of a mental 
health (MH) condition and that, although your service medical records are unavailable, your 
service record contains no evidence indicative of an MH condition, nor is there any indication 
that either you or your command raised concerns for your mental health during disciplinary 
actions, administrative counseling, or separation proceedings prior to your discharge.  Although 
you provided documentation of the VA’s determination that you suffer from one or more service-
connected disabilities with a 100% rating, these records do not provide any indication of a 
specific clinical diagnosis or the basis of any such diagnosis.  As a result, the opinion of the AO 
assessed that the preponderance of available, objective evidence failed to establish that you 
suffered from an unfitting MH condition at the time of your military service or that your 
misconduct could be attributed to an unfitting MH condition. 
 
In its deliberations, the Board concurred with the AO’s assessment that your records contained 
insufficient evidence to establish that you suffered from a mental health condition at the time of 
your military service or that your in-service misconduct could be mitigated by such condition.  In 
accordance with the Kurta memo, the Board also noted that premeditated misconduct, such as 
larceny, is not generally excused by mental health conditions, and you provided insufficient 
evidence to assess whether any potential causal relationship exists between your asserted 
conditions and your premeditated misconduct.  Based upon this review, the Board concluded that 
the potentially mitigating factors you contended were insufficient to warrant relief.  Specifically, 
the Board determined that your misconduct, as evidenced by your civil conviction and seven 






